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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the continuous speech recognition performance in the car environ
ments. Especially various kinds of phoneme models are evaluated. Since the speech
recognition perfonnance considcrably degrades in the noisy enviroIlments， we must
cope with this problem in the car environments. Therc are two primary factors which
cause the degradation of the recognition performance. One is the additive noises such
as the background noises， and the other is the multiplicative distortion such as the
reverberation in the car cabin which is emphasized by the distance between a speaker
and a microphone. ln this paper， the phoneme models which take the additive noises
and the multiplicative distortion into account are trained from the simulated speech
data. When the car engine is off， the best word recognition rate is 98.8% for the
multiplicative distortion phoneme model which is trained with the speech data generated
by the multiplicative distortion simulation. When the car is in the running condition， the
best recognition rate is 97.2% for the phoneme model which considers the multiplicative
distortion and the additive noises. These results show the effectiveness of the phoneme
models which are traiued from the simulated speech database in the car environments.
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I NT RODU CTION

The speech recognition technology has been rapidly applied to the various fields. Especially， the
speech recognition are required as the convenient input media for the portable digital assistances
and the car navigation systems. ln the Eurospeech99， many papers which describe the speech
recognition for the car navigation system were presented. The speech data collection efforts in the
car environmer山were also reported [ 1J
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When the speech recognition is used in the real environments， noises are a primary factor for
the degradation of the speech recognition performance. In the car environments， there are two
types of noises. One is the additive noise caused by the engine and the outside road noises. The
other is the multiplicative distortion such as the reverber前ion in the car cabin. The phoneme
models which are robust against these noises are required.
This paper describes the design and the training of the robust phoneme models which are
applied to the continuous speech recognition in the car environments. The phoneme models a1'e
trained based on the speech data which are generated by the car environment simulation with the
background additive noise and the multiplicative distortion (the reverberation in the car cabin).
These phoneme models are applied to the car navigation task together with the dictation system
JULIUS developed by the IPA project [3]. The la時国ge model is redesigned for the car navigation
task， which includes the address names and the command input.
PHONEME 乱10DELS I N THE CAR ENVIRON恥1ENTS

The robust pholleme models ill the car environments have to take the following two types of noises
into account. This section explains the two types of noises which degrade the speech recognition
performance， and the design and the training of the phoneme models which are robust against
those noises in the car environments.
Additive noises.
Additive noises degrade the speech wave or the spectrogram additively
Additive noises can be classified into two categories， the stationary noises which a1'e generated by
an engine and an air-conditioner， and the non-stationary noises such as the jolting road noises and
the wiper sounds
Multiplicative distortion. The other type of noises is the multiplicative distortion (noises). The
multiplicative distortion is represented by the convolution in the time domain (a speech wave) and
the multiplication in the spectrum domain. The multiplicative distortion includes the reverberation
in the car cabin， and the rnicrophone characteristics. The effect of the multiplicative distortion is
not negligible in the car environments， because the several tens meter distance between a speaker
and a microphone results in the significant reverberation phenomena. To measu1'e the multiplicative
car cabin distortion， we adopt the impulse 1'esponse which is measured by the TSP (Time Stretched
h山e) method[2] as follows; First， a dllmmy-head sets lIP on a passenger seat. Next， a 山Cαrophon
s問et凶S lIP tωo a s叩Ulルlト-Vl凶so印r in f1'凶.ゆon凶1比t of the passenger seat. Fillally， an impulse response from the dummy
head to the microphone is measured by the TSP method.

Phoneme HMM models are adopted in this large vocab1I1ary continuous speech recognition experiment. These HMM phoneme Illodels have to be applied
to the speech recognition in the car environl1lents， whcre the additive noises and the mllltiplicative
distortion are contained. A phoneme HMM model， which is trained from the clean speech clata， is
used as an initial model， alld then the phoneme lllodels are trainecl USillg the speech data which con
tain the aclditive noises and/or the multiplicative distortion. The EM (Expectation-Maximization)
algorithm is applied to the phoneme HMM training
Noisy speech data (Y(t)) which is co凶ained the no問s is given by
Phoneme models applied the noises.

Y(t)

=

X(t)⑧A(t) + E(t)，

where X(t) is clean speech data， A(t) is llll山iplicat附d凶ortion， and E(t) is an additive noisc
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The original language model from .JULIUS has to be adapted to the car navigation task. To make
孔language model for the car navigation task， word dictionary alld the language modcl were created
from the address names and the operational commallds in the car navigatioll system. 19800 place
llamc words and 156 operation commalld words are illcluded. The lallguage lllodels of the word
trigramjbigram a.nd the word dictiollary ( 17120 words) are designed from these vocabulary. Table
1 shows the example of a place llame and an operatioll commalld.
T'able 1: Example of P laεe and Operatioll COl1lm<tlld.
I NAn.AKE N 1KOMASH1 TAKAYAMACHO
Place
Operatioll Command I RUTOSHOUKYO (reset the route)

RECO G NITION E XPERIMENTS

JULIUS， which is a large vocabulary cOlltinuous speech recognition (LVCSn.) engine developed in
the 1PA (1ぱormatiOl川echnology Promotion Agency) dictation free software project in Japan， is
utilized for the recognition experiments. The recognition rates are calculated by a correct answer
rate calculation tool which is also developcd in the same 1PA project.
The phoneme HMM models are trained from the speech
data mixed with the additive noises in the various SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) conditiollS. The
word recognition rates between these phoneme models alld the test data under the various SNn.
conditions are experime川ally investigated. The illitial clean speech phoneme 11l0del (we call cleαη
model) is a gellder-independent mOllophone HMM where the number of the mixtures is 16 per HMM
state. This initial clean model is supplied by the IPA project. The clean speech data sets are the
ASJ P ho問tically Ballance Sentellces (ASJ-PB) and Japanese Newspaper Article Sente町es(JNAS)
The total number of utterances is about 45000. The additive noise data are obtained from the car
environll1ent sound database by NTT-AT， which is recorded in the driving conditions with the
closed windows. The car type is “ EST1MAぅ， 1n this preliminary experiment， the multiplicative
distortioll is not mixed ill the clean speech data (ASJ -PB and JN AS). To sill1ulate the noisy speech
data， we mixed the cleall speech data with the NTT-AT additive noise data by controlling the SNn.
level. Various additive lloise phoneme models are trained from the simulated speech data.
The IPA language model used in this dictation experiment is the word trigramjbigram based
on the 20000 vocabulary words. The testing speech data are 200 utterances (100 utterances per
gender， and each gender includes 23 speakers) selected froll1 JNAS， which are not included in the
training set. The noisy testillg speech data are also simulated by mixing with the NTT-AT additive
noise data. The SNR levels for the experill1ent are 10dB， 5dB， and OdB. Fig. 1 shows the results
of the 20k dictation experiment. The HMM phoneme model trained by the training set with the
sall1e SNn. as that of the test set shows the best word recognition rate among all phoneme models
Preliminary dictation experiments.

Recognition experiment in the car environments.
The IPA dictation systell1 JULIUS is
used in the command and address name recognition in the real car environments. The language
model includes 19800 address .names and 156 commands. The four kinds of the phoneme HMM
models are used. The first phoneme model is the 1PA clean one. The second model is the additive
model which is trained from the speech data mixed with the NTT・AT additive noise. The third
model is the impulse response(IR) model which is trained from the speech data generated by
the convolution w比h the impulse response between a speaker a吋a ml比cropμ〉汁h01
d出is討伽tωO印r出‘
with the add出itive noise alld the impulse response. The additive noise SNn. is 10dB in order to adjust
the SNn. level to the real car environment SNR condition.
The testing speech data is recorded in the real car environments. The testing speech data
specification is described in Table 2. These data are uttered in the car“ ESTIMAηin two conditions.
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Fig.l Dictation Experiment in Noisy Conditions for Va1'ious Phoneme Models. (JNAS， 20000
words)
One is the condition that the car engine is 0百(STOP). The othe1' is the running condition (RUN).
The SNR is about lOdB in the car running condition. The first decoding pass by the dictation
system JULIUS is enough for the car navigation task. So only the bigram language model is used.
Table 3 shows the experiment 1'esult for the car navigation task. The word recognition rate is ovモr
95% for every phoneme model. In the STOP condition， the word recognition rate by the IR model
was higher than that by the clean model. In the RUN condition， the additive-IR model shows the
highest wo1'd 1'ecognition rate among the four phoneme models
T'able 2・Testing Speech Data for Car Environments.
Place
Ki此i area (6 prefectures)
Command
Cont1'ol of Ca1'-navigation System
Speake1'
3 males and 2 females
Test set
100 utterances (60 addresses， and 40 commands)

9 7.2

CO N C LUSIONS

In the coutinuous speech recogllition fo1' the car envi1'onments， the various kinds of the HMM
phonemc rnodels are evaluat.ecl. These phoneme moclels a1'e t1'ainecl from the speech data simulated
with the additive noises aud the multiplicative distortion in the car environments.

The highest word r ec ogllitio n rate 98.8 % was attained for the IR Illodel ín the car stopping
condition. III the car running condition， the additive-IR model， which is simulated the additive noise
and the lllultiplicative disto1'tion by the implllse 1'esponse， showed the highest wo1'd rccognition rate
9 7.2 %. These result.s showed the effectiveness of tlte silllulated car envi1'onlllent phoneme models，
which we1'e t1'ainecl from the silIllllated speech data.
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